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About This Game

Do you have what it takes to become a legendary Powered hero?

In "Heroes Rise," Powered heroes have become the ultimate celebrities, and you dream of joining the A-List–but to get there,
you'll first have to take down evil Powered gangs, compete with deadly rivals, choose a worthy sidekick, team up with famous

champions, and prove to all of Millennia City that you're a true hero.

"Heroes Rise: The Prodigy" is an epic interactive novel where your choices control the story. The game is entirely text-
based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will you play as male or female? Gay or straight? Crusade for justice, or gun for money? Will you work as a team with the
world-famous Millennial Group, or will you steal their spotlight?

How High Will Your Hero Rise?

 100,000 words of interactive fiction

 Multiple endings

 Become a legendary hero
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I'm a huge fan of Choice of Games stories and games. But this is the one series I recommend skipping. If your friend hates you
enough to gift this game to you, don't waste your time with it. Seriously. Well, unless you are interested in reading a short high-
school level story instead of playing an interactive game.

+ At the beginning of the game, you do get a wide range of choices to make.
- But after the first chapter or so, you are pretty much locked in to choosing the exact same way as you have before. No
character development allowed. Even when the game doesn't explicitly say "This choice is already made for you", your
performance gets punished if you aren't perfectly consistent in everything you choose.

+ There are lots of choices and you always feel some semblance of control over your character's personality. You even get to
choose which of 3 made-up flowers is your favorite. Or, which of 3 cocky remarks you can insult your rival with.
- Many choices are so inconsequential that some weren't even meant to be taken. Sometimes the story is so clearly railroaded
that the single line of text addressing your decision doesn't even have punctuation in it.

+ This game is LGB compatible. There is nonbinary representation, just not for the protagonist. No support for pansexual
players though and it's also off-putting for asexual players.
- Narrator is very, very obsessed with sex. Most annoyingly, there's a recurring character whose entire relationship with you,
platonic or otherwise, hinges completely on whether you'll let them have sex with you. In general there is so much random, in-
depth sexualization of multiple characters even after you indicate having no interest in them. It detracts from the story.

+ The plot has a few twists in it, but is also as predictable as a superhero story should be. Your choices build up to some big
impacts but there is always one 'succeed' outcome or one 'fail' outcome you can get from major plot points, rather than letting
you choose between two equally good \/ equally bad possibilities.
- The ending is unenthusiastic and rushed, practically slapping an "and then everything was okay" on it like your choices were
poinless anyway. The narrator clearly wants you to play the next game in this series (which I will be playing in hopes that the
series redeems the game -- if it does, I will come back and edit this review).

2019 update: Game is still bad. Sequel is still somehow worse.
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